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 Description  Description 

CP-1P Cuts thin plastic board up to 2mm thickness in a 5cm - 20cm diameter circle withoutCP-1P Cuts thin plastic board up to 2mm thickness in a 5cm - 20cm diameter circle without
leaving a pinhole in the center.leaving a pinhole in the center.

With this tool, you can cut out lids, an opening for a pipe and use it in the design of hundredsWith this tool, you can cut out lids, an opening for a pipe and use it in the design of hundreds
of decorative objects.of decorative objects.

Cutting DiameterCutting Diameter
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Minimum diameter: 50mmMinimum diameter: 50mm
Max diameter: 200mmMax diameter: 200mm

Razor sharp rotary blade cuts through a wide range of materials including textiles, fabrics,Razor sharp rotary blade cuts through a wide range of materials including textiles, fabrics,
leatherette, felt, denim, lace, gasket material, thin rubber, cork, veneer sheets, balsa wood,leatherette, felt, denim, lace, gasket material, thin rubber, cork, veneer sheets, balsa wood,
card, paper, thin plastic, vinyl, banner material, vehicle wrap vinyl.card, paper, thin plastic, vinyl, banner material, vehicle wrap vinyl.

Works for both right and left handed usersWorks for both right and left handed users

Blade Specification:Blade Specification:

Blade length: 52mmBlade length: 52mm
Blade width; 9mmBlade width; 9mm
Blade thickness: 0.8mmBlade thickness: 0.8mm
Cutting thickness: 2mmCutting thickness: 2mm

Replacement blade ref: BM-2PReplacement blade ref: BM-2P

NT Cutter - Compass cutters for light duty and heavy duty work, Ideal for cutting circles out ofNT Cutter - Compass cutters for light duty and heavy duty work, Ideal for cutting circles out of
cork, fabrics, card, wood, felt or paper great for adding windows to homemade cards, craftcork, fabrics, card, wood, felt or paper great for adding windows to homemade cards, craft
projects and scrapbook pages.projects and scrapbook pages.
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